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tive e the cylinder power of a locomo- 
conin 0on9erns its effect on the steam 
{>r0jy Pti°n of the engine. Will its use 
than tv? a horse power upon less steam 
it w,,the device which it supersedes. If 
ing then, when the 'boiler is supply-

it. than they were able to do without 
of j,1 does not increase the efficiency 
iflcro]6 pyhnder action it cannot really 

T®asa the power.
ther isthsuSKests the Inquiry as to whe- 
cyiirj^he distribution of steam in the 
tory 5? °t simple engines is satisfac- 
BersiJ ■ether» f°r example, « ought to 
nergfl1 ln efforts to secure square cor- 
Caaes mhrds' The rePly is> that in most 
and stiff rethe gear is sufficiently heavy 
design i t° ho the work for which it is 
troih n the distribution as obtained 
typical fSent Sears is satisfactory. The 
"'it'e-flr loçomotive card, displaying the 
cycle aïffnS action throughout the 
is strntlW, ch| especially at high speed, 
01 high L marked, is, after all, a card 
fiom Qf etheiency. The steam consump- 
"f nio=ftlle locomotive is less than that 
^caoi 1 other forms of high speed 
exhaUst enSines employing atmosphere 
e4 to ,.ev.en when the speed is increas- 

mitS whicb far outstrip those 
is t0 " to stationary engines. Its work
So Wel] - regarded as highly efficient- 
Sears wy., the better class of valve 
Pertorm are now in common use
tempt- t their work that anyone who at- 
Çrn i0 *° increase the power of a mod- 

. trib»t- otive by improving its steam 
Sin on 1Qn will find but a narrow mar- 
jitik rrtJhich to work. The Stephenson 
tlvieg fn„on has been used on •locomo-i'ts’« f°r
POftyr ------r—.v..,. ..v c vet, vu laigc

°f its’imne Walschaert gear, on account

first ,very many years, almost since 
.. evelopment. Howeiopment- However, on large

M.S jnn ■ — ..vnuci l &cai , un auLuuiu
(lisnia„?ortant mechanical advantages, 
The C™e t° quite an extent. 

ft)'r locnmSt ?uitable form of radial gear 
»he inv_T:®tives is unquestionably the 
, Side wîîîeii by the Belgian engineer, 
„ locom^t?chaert' In 1844, and applied 

not °--es a few years later, but it
i"lated ii,,?,roperly understood or appre 

Its inf, 8 the first 20 years follow- 
o fie „Ration, and has ever since then
f—'• wheiT . headway until a few years 
.OfWarrt -, V took quite a sudden move 
on valvo "d is at Present the dominat- 
J}t of p Sear throughout the contin- 
>, U|ficl in r°Pe> and is fast gaining 
Do- Said tn t country. This gear may 
if*nciPle ft ■ based on a fundamental 
itn1 to a f lta own, but has been sub- 
-nbProvemffy modifications without any 
tu, hiot^J118 over its original fonm. 
con? SoUT(-c1 of the valve is derived from 
an'^ctiont na‘mely, the main crank by 
rj ci'centri t0 the crosshead, and from 
ci-n 1 angiof . Placed approximately at 
ti00sshea|le®.to the main crank. The•bn
°T , of

the lapconnection imparts the mo
U^ent ^he 6iin,^f the piston at which'
v(,-n' Therfp linlt is in Its central posi- 
b/Se lever t ? im mid gear with the re- 
6(i,,all the i? ., centre notch, this will 
By a* to th!T0t;,10n imparted to a radius 
6cpc,tl0ving ?v longth of the radius bar. 
binfftric m.T? reverse lever forward the 
Po rtion Ivl.v;it>n la brought into com-
a f!shead the j motion from the
thov^'Ward Vr,°?.lrcing a! valve opening for 
llhlç'hg the jtion of the engine, and by
of j.block js ne„ve,rse lever backward the

of eILlns°Pe
fhk fmn^rought to the opposite side 

,— rum, resulting in a valves gover i resulting in a valve 
6 engi "tog the backward motion 
° Ster»,6’ ln effect similar to thatur tv,- *5tenh cipcvL similar to tnat

Sam»18 one " son motion. The action
- 116 -- eccen *

lf there

constant, it follows that the lead re
mains constant at all points of cut-off.

The proportions of the various parts 
of the Walschaert gear cannot be deter
mined experimentally, nor should any 
change in setting the valves be made 
unless the effect of the change is known 
in advance. It is, therefore, important 
that the different parts of the motion 
should be made and set correctly from 
the beginning, and there will be no meet* 
tor changes when the original dimen
sions are maintained- The difference in 
this gear for outside and inside admis 
sion valves must be considered in setting 
the eccentric crank, and as the forward 
motion of the engine should preferably 
be taken from the lower end ot the 'ink, 
when the eccentric crank will follow the 
main crank for inside admission vt Ive 
and lead the main cramk for outside ad
mission valve. For outside admission 
valve the radius bar is connected to the 
combination lever below the valve stem 
and for inside admission above the valve 
stem.

The motion is reversed by an arm 
connected to the radius bar. The sliding 
lifter, the best method of suspension of 
the radius bar but due to wheel ar
rangements of various designs of en
gines, this is not always applicable, but 
must be substituted by swinging lifters, 
which when properly placed give for all 
practical purposes equally good results.

Following are general notes for ad
justing Walschaert gear:—

1. Ascertain by the following method

A TRIBUTE FROM QUEBEC.

J. G. Scott, ex-General Manager 
Great Northern Railway and Quebec 
and Lake St. John Railway, writes 
from Quebec:—

“I have much pleasure in enclosing 
my renewal subscription to the Rail
way and Marine World. I am asham
ed to send so small a trifle for so 
valuable a publication. It is replete 
with the most interesting informa
tion, and is worth ten times the sub
scription. I do not see how any rail
way man in Canada could be with
out It.”

and lead at the extremities:

3-si jf Acentric is therefore the 
-hoti'01- ;forw„ne,re were two eccentrics, 
"acf,0" Placenrd i1"*3 one for backward 
]he sPtoer, ani1 diametrically opposite 
by tV6Phen-in„d t3le angle of advance in 
c°hno hiain ° motlon is taken care of 

ect‘on. =rank in the crosshead 
lhe latter motion being

the position of the eccentric crank- Mark 
the position of the link relative to its 
midde position on both of the dead 
centres of the main craink. If the posi
tion of the link is the same in both cases 
the eccentric crank position is correct, if 
not, the eccentric crank should be lifted 
until this occurs, or as near so as pos
sible.

2. After the eccentric crank has been 
correctly set, the eccentric rod should be 
lengthened or shortened, as may be re
quired to bring the link in its middle 
position, so that the -link block can be 
moved from its extreme forward to its 
extreme back position without impart
ing any motion to the valve,

3. The difference between the two 
positions of the valve on the forward 
and back centres of the engines is the 
lap and lead doubled, it is the same in 
any position of the link block and can
not be changed by changing the posi
tion of the reverse lever.

4. The train marks of the opening 
moments at both ends of the valve 
should be marked upon the valve stem 
and the latter lengthened or shortened 
until equal leads at both ends are ob
tained.

5. Within certain limits this lengthen
ing or shortening may be made on the 
radius bar, if it should prove more con
venient, but it is desirable that its 
length should be so nearly equal to the 
radius of 'the link that no apparent 
change in the lead should occur in mov
ing the link block as stated in no- 2.

6. The -lead may be increased by re
ducing the lap, and the cut-off points 
will then be slightly advanced. In
creasing the lap produces the opposite 
effect on the cut-orf and reduces the lead 
by the same amount. With good judg
ment these quantities may be varied to 
efface the irregularities inherent in 
transforming rotary into lineal motions.

7. The valve events- are to a great ex
tent dependent on the location of the 
suspension point of the lifter of the rear 
end of the radius bar, when swinging 
lifter is used, which requires that this 
point should be properly laid out by 
careful plotting.

The chief point of difference between 
the Walschaert and Stephenson gear, 
when both are in proper condition is, as 
previously stated, that the former gives 
to the valve a constant lead at all cut
offs. whereas -the latter produces an in
crease of lead by linking up the engine 
and becomes excessive at short cut-offs. 
This very point has been the subject for 
much controversy, and has probably 
done more than anything else to retard 
the progress of the use of Walschaert 
gear, as it has been aigued that in full 
year, when the speed of the engine, 
generally is low, only small lead is 
needed, but at a high speed more lead is 
required, which is accomplished by the 
Stephenson motion, though this admit
tedly becomes excessive at early cut
offs. 'causing considerable compression 
and pre-admission detrimental both to 
maintenance and smooth running, and 
in fact, to some degree counteracts the 
work done by the steam on the driving 
side of the piston, which thereby also 
affects the speed of the engine.

It was generally discovered that the 
required lead for short cut-off and high 
speed -was of no practical detriment to 
the working of the engine in full gear, 
as the pre-admission at that point is dls- 
appearingly small. The proper amount 
of lead, however, is dependent some
what on the service, and the port open 
ing becomes larger with a larger lead, 
or in other words, when all other condi
tions are equal in a Stephenson or Wal
schaert gear, the openings differ by the 
same amount as the lead, so that one- 
sixteenth more lead gives one-sixteenth 
wider port opening, but it is hardly ad
visable to make this over one-quarter or 
five-sixteenths inch as a maximum, as 
the advantage of any additional port 
opening by means of a larger lead is 
more than offset by the increase in com
pression and pre-admission, the larger 
lead would bring about at early cut-offs, 
and would do no good in the later cut
offs even if it does no harm.

There is no fundamental reason why 
the Walschaert gear should produce 
any economy in steam consumption over 
the Stephenson motion when both are in 
the best condition, but an advantage in 
this respect comes to the former by the 
fact that it remains in its good condi
tion if once made so, from one stopping 
to another and is, therefore, on an av
erage more economical both in steam 
consumption and maintenance of the 
gear than the latter.

On one engine, no. 912, on the Lake 
Shore and Michigan Southern after 
making 39,000 miles, the total lost mo
tion in the valves was one-sixteenth 
inch. Another engine, no. 5912, equip
ped with Stephenson link motion had 
five-sixteenths inch lost motion in the 
valve stem after making 32,000 miles.

Large eccentrics, besides occupying 
too large space, wear unevenly, and lu
brication is difficult with the high sur
face velocities of the larger sizes. With 
hardened pins and bushings the Wal
schaert gear has not this disadvantage.

Stephenson links, under the influence 
of two eccentrics, move through wide 
angles, resulting in a wedging action of 
the link block, which strains the gear 
when working hard, and produces lost 
motion, whereas the Walschaert links


